The productive class of Hebrew nouns with the +ut suffix is described and analyzed, with particular attention to the nature of the derivation process involved. The assumption prevalent in the literature, that +ut derivation is a linear process, unrelated to any particular discontiuous pattern (mi!kal), is shown to be inaccurate. Some realizations are indeed linearly derived; others could be interpreted as either linear or discontinuous; but it can also be demonstrated that a third group of sub-patterns with +ut is best described as discontinuous, following given mi!kalim. The main argument for that third cluster of patterns being non-concatenative is that had they been linear, unmotivated and/or ad /we processes would have been required in order to generate them from related base stems. Just like +an formation, then, +ut formation illustrates how the two Hebrew word-formation strategies, the uniquely-Semitic discontinuous formation and the more universal linear device, have always coexisted alongside each other, and continue to operate productively side-by-side in modem Hebrew today.
1. INTRODUCTION In a previous paper, Shmuel Bolozky (1986) showed how the canonical pattern CaCCan and Noun+an fonnation constitute different realizations of the same morphosemantic noun-fonnation process. In general, verbrelated fonns are realized in CaCCan (kablan 'contractor,' related to kibei 'receive'; baxyan 'cry-baby,' related to baxa 'cry'; etc.) , regardless of what the specific realization of a related verb stem might be, while nouns and adjectives have +an appended without the stem being restructured in the process ('alxutan 'wireless operator,' related to 'alxU! 'wireless'; xalilan 'flutist,' related to xalil 'flute '; etc.) . CaCCan constitutes what Semiticists refer to as a "discontinuous" or "nonconcatenative" word-fonnation pattern (e.g., Goshen-Gottstein 1964; McCarthy 1981; etc.) , while adding a suffix to an unaffected noun stem, that is, N + an, is a manifestation of "continuous" or "linear" derivation. The N + an derivational strategy may or may not include some concomitant changes in the base. Thus, the alternations below,l (1) N+an Form Gloss Reduced Counterpart mizrax+an 'orientalist' mizrexan mi!pat+an 'jurist, jurisprudent' mi!peran pinkas+an 'bookkeeper' pinkesan kalkal+an 'economist' kalkelan suggest that it is possible to have N +an with some degree of reduction. In fact, since in colloquial Hebrew the reduced alternants are commoner than their "full" counterparts, and in recognition of the naturalness of pre-stress reduction, the Hebrew language academy now considers them normative as well.
Historical discussions 2 of the ending +ut treat it together with +it, regarding both as a + (V)t feminine suffix originating in roots with y or w as the third radical: +it realized with root-final y, as in bazit 'front ' (b.z.y), zawit 'angle' (z.w.y) ; and +ut with root-fmal w, as in kesut 'cover ' (k.s.w) , demut 'image ' (d.m.w) , cenut 'suffering, poverty ' (c. n.w) . By analogy, +ut suffixes were also realized with root-final y: zenut 'prostitution' (z.n.y), pedut 'salvation ' (p.d.y) , reCut 'following, chasing ' (r. c.y) . Later, two developments occurred: (a) reanalysis of the forms, regarding the whole of either + it or + ut as an independent suffix, resulting in its addition to words like m&lex « malk) 'king' to yield malxut 'kingdom,' or to words like fe;'ar 'the rest, the remainder' to produce fe;'erit 'the rest, the remainder' (see Blau 1972: 211), respectively; (b) influence of Aramaic (and Akkadian), in which this suffix is common (e.g., malxuta 'kingdom'), for example, Ezek 24:26 hafmaCut 'delivering message'; Dan 11:23 hitbabberut 'joining'-which accounts for its occurrence primarily in the later books of the Bible. Bauer and Leander (1965: 505) claim that forms with a long, unreduced a such as galut 'exile,' bazut 'sight, vision,' baxut 'weeping,' ramut 'pride: barut 'purity, clarity' were in fact derived from the Aramaic participle.
In general, it appears that most forms with + ut in Hebrew were formed between the medieval and modem periods-about 92% of nouns ending with +ut in Even-Shoshan (1980)-including medieval haphazard creations as well as recent and Academy-introduced innovations. Although it may not be sufficiently reflected in the current presentation, which centers on the more frequent items for illustrations, the majority of nouns with +UI belongs to the non-colloquial register. Synchronically. formation of abstract nouns with the +ul suffix is generally viewed as linear derivation. According to Sznejder (1929) . the suffix + ul tends to attach itself to the inflected stem; Rosen (1957) adds it to allomorphs.3 It will be shown below, however, that although many nouns with +UI are indeed derived linearly. the situation is very similar in principle to the one observed in nouns with +an. Like +an, +UI may either attach to the stem as a suffix without imposing internal structure on it, or constitute part of a miskal (a non-linear derivation pattern). There are also marginal in-between cases which may be attributed to either strategy. Furthermore, for both +an and +ut, choice of derivational device, be it linear or discontinuous, does not result in any semantic or other functional split (except for a general tendency to associate discontinuous CaCC +an with verb sources and linear N +an with non-verbs). Nouns ending with + ul are generally abstract nouns in the feminine (see Schwarzwald 1985) , just as ones ending with +an usually denote occupations or agents/agentive attributes. In other words. the two strategies. linear and discontinuous, coexist alongside each other for +ul just as they do for +an.
In the following three sections ( § §2-4) we will argue, then, that realizations of nouns with + ul may be classified into:
(i) cases in which +UI suffixation is clearly linear ( §2); (ii) in-between cases which may be attributed to either strategy ( §3); and (iii) cases which are best described as discontinuous formations ( §4).
LINEAR + ut SUFFIXATION
There is no doubt that nouns with + UI for which there exists no transparent miSkal to justify further grouping4 should be derived linearly (unless specified otherwise, all +ul cases below will constitute abstract nominal counterparts of their related glossed stems):
Linear derivation can also be assumed for monosyllabic stems S with +ut, even though some of these stems share (or appear to share) a mi!kal:
The same may be claimed for bisyllabic stems in which the second syllable is open-usually from roots whose final radical is y (not realized in final position)-and the vowel is consequently elided before the u of +ut, as in
Linear derivation of +ut nouns may also involve adding +ut to words ending with a common suffix. A suffix with which + ut is often associated is the adjectival +i, yielding +iyut. The stem to which +i is attached is kept intact. There exist numerous such cases-359 of Hebrew origin and a few hundred more of foreign origin, according to Even-Shoshan (1980 ' > egocentriyul, universali 'universal' > universaliyul, oplimi, origindli, elementari, emociondli, esteli. er6ti. aristokrati, akludli, aplat6ni, integrali Lamed legit{mi 'Iegitimatc' > legit{miyut, legali, loydli, liberali, levant{ni, lakOni Pe/Fe pedanti 'pedantic ' > peddntiyul, populari,/otogeni, pragmati, produkt{vi,/andti,/ormali, palri6ti,/legmdti The group of words ending in + i without + ut in Even-Shoshan's dictionary include words like:
By way of illustration. only a short representative list is provided, here divided into (a) Hebrew origin and (b) foreign origin:
Occasionally, one finds an +iyul sequence that is derived directly from the stem rather than from an adjective ending with i: 
pozitivi -POZiliv{zm -pozit{viyut The statistics above. then, underrepresent the true productivity of + ut in generating the nominalizations of adjectives ending in +it. On the whole, it appears that except for some adjectives with other abstract nominal counterparts. every adjective with Ihe suffix + i-be it original Hebrew or a loan word-can have +ut appended to it. This raises the interesting possibility that iyut may function as a single. atomic suffix for the purpose of deriving some abstract nominalizations.
On the other hand. in some nouns ending with +ayla'i. +ani. and +oni. the stem-suffix i is deleted in the process of deriving the related nominalization with + ut. as in (7) 
Note that in the latter two sub-groups, one could speak of + ani and +oni as atomic suffixes, since there are no free morphemes such as *bogdan, *tovCan, *Ie~man, *ceran, or *burgan. nor *cimxon. *tivcon. *siton, or *ribon. 8 It is not clear whether the reason for the deletion of +i in the affixation process is the very presence of atomic +ani. +oni. and +ayla'i. which would require marking for undergoing such deletion upon suffixation. or lexical marking of each of these items for a minor deletion rule. reflecting a somewhat higher level of usage (Ceraniyut and burganiyut. for instance, are marginally-possible colloquial variants).
CASES WHICH MAYBE DERIVED EITHER LINEARLY 0 R DISCONTINUOUSLY
Linear derivation may also involve adding +ut to forms. with or without a common suffix, which share a common miskal encompassing the whole fonn, as in stems of the CaCCan and CaCaC types in the following two groups, respectively:9 In cases such as (8-14), where linear derivation involves groups sharing a miikal, it is actually hard to tell whether we are dealing with linear or non-linear derivation. On the one hand, the stems themselves are not restructured internally as a result of suffixation; on the other hand, they do follow particular non-linear patterns. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary. however. simplicity considerations suggest that if the stem is unaffected by suffixation, the process should be regarded as linear, even if it is common to a whole group of words sharing a common mUkal.
Presumably. it is easier to acquire one affixation rule than to learn a set of non-linear patterns marked for affixation that does not affect the internal structure of the stem.
CASES FOR WHICH DISCONTINUOUS DERIVATION IS MORE

APPROPRIATE
Consider derivations of fonns related to verb bases with a vowel that is not realized in the +ut counterpart, as in the nominalizations of the benoni of pa'al and pi'el, 
Although such nominalizations can be regarded as linear derivations from their respective related stems (the benoni, the imperative, or the infinitive IS) with subsequent deletion of pre-stress e, arguments can be made for deriving them discontinuously, At first glance, it appears that linear derivation would be appropriate, since the stem is essentially unaffected by suffixation-except for what looks like phonetically-predictable reduction: deletion or reduction of e and a for verbs in pretonic position16 and of a in nouns and adjectives two syllables away from the stress 17 can be motivated for biblical and for mishnaic Hebrew, Discontinuous derivation should only be postulated where phonologically-based derivation is difficult to motivate on phonetic grounds-as, for instance, in the following abstract nominalizations of verb bases (see also Ben-Asher [ 1973] There is little motivation, however, for e or a deletion (or reduction of a to e) as an actual synchronic process in modem Hebrew (MH), regardless of whether it is supposed to affect a pretonic or propretonic vowel. With the breakdown of gemination in MH, the set of word-fonnation rules underwent complete restructuring, and there is no natural way of accounting for the distinction between "deletable" and "non-deletable" c1asses-which would explain, for instance, the difference between the behavior of a in the two following groups:
It would make sense to assuVle that today, speakers reconstruct this difference by distinguishing linear from non-linear derivation: while the tapil> tapilut group is derived linearly. the pakid > pkidut "deletion"-type is captured by a non-linear CCiCut pattern. derived in the manner proposed in McCarthy (1981) and elsewhere. Even if one argued that deletion of e, the minimal vowel of MH. is still motivated in pretonic position on universal phonetic grounds, accounting for
one would still need to explain the ordering of the clearly-less-motivated propretonic a-deletion before pretonic e-deletion so as to generate CaCeC+ut> CCeCut, as in
while ad hoc reversal of this ordering-the consequence of which would make more sense phonetically-will be required to account for the CaCeC+ut> CaCCut miSkaI-pair (which is a less common relationship):
There are other reasons for characterizing "deletion" -type derivations like these as mi!kalim rather than as linear derivations with subsequent reduction. There are some verb-related CCiCut cases which may be argued to be derived directly from CCiCa, the automatic nominalization of pa'a/,20 as in
and if the argument for non-linear derivation of the cases in (20) above is considered inadequate, then pakid > pkidut, tam;m > tmimut, etc., can be claimed to be derived by linear affixation of + ut and reduction of the a.
Nevertheless, the fact that adjectival stems of the CaCuC type also end up as CCiCul when derived as abstract nouns, as in
as do CaCoC stems with CaCuC alternants, as in
or without such alternants, as in
suggests that CCiCul is learned as a canonical pattem. 21 One would also not wish to assume direct phonological derivation from participial stems such as CoCeC, as in
since the phonological processes required to generate the output would be quite arbitrary. There are also realizations of CCiCul that cannot be traced to any particular stem, for example,
21 There is actually a way of arguing that these cases can also be derived by mere affixation plus reduction. It can be claimed that thc process which changes u to i involvcs dissimilation, to avoid two consecutive u's. Normally, however, dissimilation is psychological rather than phonetic and tcnds to be sporadiC, as in
yom 'day' > yomon 'daily'; kol'monkey' > kolon 'linlc monkcy' whereas in the CCiCul case the change is systematic. It would make more sense. thcn. not to postulate phonctically motivated derivation. but simply state that adjectives of this type opt for thc CCiCul canonical pattern, because it provides a sequence that would not involvc two u's in succession.
The stems that underlie CCiCut, then, are quite varied (the CaCiC, CaCuC, and CaCoC types, at least, as well as some other minor ones) and cannot all be derived by phonetically motivated processes. In a complete survey of all CCiCut forms in Even-Shoshan (1980) , including all registers, the following picture emerges. (All derivations are as determined by Even-Shoshan, which mayor may not correspond to our own analysis for particular forms; "None!Root" means that, according to Even-Shoshan, either no base source can be determined, or the form can be related to an abstract root, but not to any particular base stem.) ( In spite of the wide variation in stems underlying CCiCut, however, one would still want to capture the native speaker's intuition that all of these sub-groups are related by attributing them to one canonical pattern. Since only about forty percent can be derived linearly in a straightforward manner (CaCiC and CCiCa), the obvious solution is to derive at least some of the sub-types non-linearly in the CCiCut pattern.
Arguments of this type also suggest that an independent non-linear CaCCdCiut pattern will be required for the following group, in which reduplication is involved (normally suggesting diminution): 'crafty, wily' > (armimut ( -(armumiyut) Again, a number of unmotivated processes would be needed in order to derive all of these forms from their assumed bases. Instead, it would be 'rich' > CaJrUl (-caJirUl) Special derivations would also be required for some items referring to religions or cultures realized in the CaCCut pattern:
In some cases, the historical derivation simply has no relevance today:
In other words, CaCCut must be related at least to the CeCeCICaCC, CaCeC, CaCoC, and CaCaCICoCeC types, distributed (based on EvenShoshan) as follows: Since most of the processes required to adjust the output of linear derivation so as to yield CaCCut cannot be independently motivated on phonological grounds, simple non-linear pattern realization in CaCCut would constitute a better account of about three-quarters of the derivations concerned. In addition to CiCCut forms that may be claimed to have been derived linearly from CiCeC forms with subsequent deletion of e, as in tipe! 'fool' > tipsut in (22) above, and from syncope of a final e in nifcai participial adjectives derived from y-final roots-see (11) above-as in (43) Of those, about two-thirds could be phonologically motivated to justify linear derivation. The rest must be attributed to non-concatenative miskalim.
Another difficulty with derivation by linear phonological processes is that identical sources end up in different sub-patterns. For example, while gadol 'big' is realized in CaCCut (gadlut), naxon 'ready, correct' is reduced to CCoCut (nexonut); and while kaler 'fit, valid, kosher' also ends up in CaCCut (kasrut), xaver 'friend' is not reduced, resulting in xaverut 'friendship'25_possibly owing to the high frequency of this abstract noun, and to analogy with xaverim, the plural of xaver, where e is preserved as well. On the other hand, there are clearly cases that cannot be related to any particular stem-only to a root, as in If, as we have claimed, hitCaCCut and hiCaCCut are indeed considered mi!kalim rather than linear derivation plus e-deletion, then at least quantitatively, non-concatenative realization is even more widespread than linear derivation for nouns with +ut. Since there are independent reasons to believe that discontinuous derivation continues to exist productively alongside with linear formation in both +an-related and +ut-related forms, and since there is no significant communicative distinction associated with choice of derivational device, it can be argued that there is little reason to believe, as is sometimes claimed (e.g., Wexler 1990 28 ) , that MH is gradually losing the "Semitic" (non-linear) character of its word-formation component. 28 Wexler believes that Yiddish is not a Gennanic language, but rather a Judea-Serbian dialect (i.e., Slavic) which borrowed Gennanic lexical items en masse. Similarly, he argues that MH is not a ''revived'' version of earlier phases of Hebrew, but rather a form of Yiddish with a Semitic lexicon superimposed on iL Thus, by transitivity, MH is claimed to be genetically Slavic. Typologically, however, such an argument is very hard to suppan, panicularly in the area of morphology. Wexler quotes forms like hitXDVer 'befriended' < XIlver 'friend' as proof that MH hitpa<el is no longer discontinuous, i.e., that it is currently derived by mere affixation of hit + without forcing the stem consonants into a prescribed CV skeleton. Actually, however, such illustrations constitute a negligible fraction of recent verb formation, which continues to be predominantly discontinuous. In the noun/adjective system, both word· formation strategies maintain their productivity.
